
Character Award
Connect 3 Challenge Final Card- Part 3
Get CONNECTED…. be creative, be active and be challenged

This is the final card of the CONNECT 3 challenge. 

The aim is to CONNECT all three themes (creative, active and challenge) by completing a number of 

the tasks in a row horizontally, vertically, or diagonally on the challenge card.

CONNECT all task on all of the challenge cards and be entered in for the ULTIMATE PRIZE DRAW.

All three cards can still be submitted through Teams or by showing the evidence of 
tasks to a member of the Pastoral team.

How to enter:

Step 1: Log on to your character award teams account.   Follow the instruction for each 

task and record your evidence.

Step 2: On completion of your task, upload your evidence to your 

Character Award Teams Connect Challenge Assignment or show your evidence to the 

pastoral team.

Prizes:
CONNECT 1: Complete three challenge cards - connecting the tasks (creative, active and challenge) in a 

row horizontally, vertically, or diagonally.  Be entered in the prize draw for a wide range of prizes 

(minimum 3 activities per card, 9 activities in total).

CONNECT 2: Complete three challenge cards - connecting more than one row on each card.  Be 

entered in the prize draw for vouchers or air pods (minimum 5 activities per card, 15 activities in total).

CONNECT 3:  Connect all the tasks, on all three challenge cards and be entered in the ultimate prize 

draw for an Xbox, PS5 or laptop (all 27 activities).

Active Create Challenge

Extra-Curricular Hat Trick Create an eggling Get caught reading

Learn a magic trick Fact file on an endangered 

species

Nominate a teacher for an 

award

Planning & Leading in 

Extra-Curricular

A random act of kindness 200 word report on the 

connect 3 challenge.


